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Antonio Fernandez Ln.
Status: Completed January 2019

There is a secret in the back lane, hiding out behind the
century-old Victorians on a downtown street. It boasts
modern design, spacious-feeling rooms; framed views and
landscape elements that provide privacy; and windows and
skylights that bring light in at all times of day. All this and it is
nestled, neatly, centrally, in a Toronto laneway.
Project Features: radiant heated polished cement floors throughout, douglas
fir millwork, triple glazed windows and doors including 12’ front curtain wall,
solar powered skylights, drywall reveal channels, high efficiency hrv system,
polished cement and natural stone counters, integrated high efficiency
appliances, spray foam envelope, surround sound, independent basement
walkout entrance, 1,450 square feet
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In order to maximize space,
a split-level design is utilized.
That includes the living areas
on the main level, two upstairs
bedrooms, and a walk-out
basement beneath the dining room.
The wood siding was salvaged and restored from
the previous building, referencing the history of
the neighbourhood and bringing warmth to the
charcoal grey metal facade.

The kitchen sits below grade,
defining it from the rest of the
living space. Built-in Douglas Fir
cabinetry and a Douglas Fir table
add continuity and harmony to the
split-level main floor.
The sunken breakfast bar faces a lavender and
clover garden while custom millwork offers
streamline storage that doesn’t detract from
sight lines.

Laneway Restoration
Status: Completed November 2019

This Laneway Restoration was an extensive renovation of
the existing 2 bedroom single family home that Toronto
Archives dates back to 1801 - including new roofing,
skylight, 500 square foot cedar walkout deck, kitchen with
custom millwork, poured cement counters, restoration of
exposed brick, 5” wide knotty pine flooring, pine baseboards,
windows + doors and built in slate fireplace mantle alongside
barnboard feature wall. Toronto Archives dates this house
back to 1801.
Features: restored 5” wide knotty pine hardwood flooring and baseboards/
casings, custom kitchen millwork with polished cement counters, velux
skylights, 500 square foot walkout cedar deck with sunroom, restored
exposed brick walls, heated bathroom floors
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Project Hallam

Status: Under Construction, Summer 2020 Completion
Project Hallam involved the demolition of the existing underused garage and
new construction of a Laneway Home complete with integrated car + bicycle
parking and second floor rental apartment. Finishes include aluminum clad
douglas fir windows with a large sliding walkout door to the shared backyard,
standing seam Agway and custom milled clear cedar cladding with polished
concrete floors.
Suppliers: Velux, Loewen, Agway, Brenlo
Features: velux skylights throughout, standing seam bone white cladding, custom milled 11/16” clear
cedar cladding with reveal channel, clear douglas fir window and door interiors, polished cement, full
rental apartment, high efficiency lighting and hrv system concealed gutter.
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Suppliers: Velux, Loewen, Agway, Brenlo
Features: velux skylights throughout, standing seam bone white cladding, custom milled 11/16”
clear cedar cladding with reveal channel, clear douglas fir window and door interiors, polished
cement, full rental apartment, high efficiency lighting and hrv system concealed gutter.

Project Hallam

92 Croft

Status: Under Construction, Fall 2020 Completion
Project Croft involved the demolition of the existing deteriorated home and full
reconstruction including shoring the existing Legal Non-Confirming structure
and full basement underpinning and drainage system. New claddings include
metal siding alongside reclaimed barnboard from the demolition of the original
structure that will be custom milled and restored. There is outdoor car parking,
bike parking and a shared, lush garden. The building envelope will be spray
foamed for maximum efficiency and the roof will house solar panels on top of
a standing seam recycled metal roof. The end result will be two thoughtfully
unique rental apartments that round out this project as a pioneer of Laneway
sustainability in downtown Toronto.
Suppliers: Loewen, Agway, Guelph Solar
Features: spray foamed envelope, solar panels, standing seam metal roof and wall cladding,
restored barnboard cladding (from original structure) high efficiency windows/doors, underpinned
basement, 2 independent full rental apartments, high efficiency lighting and ERV system
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A Compact Laneway House
in Toronto Takes Back
Underused Space
By Melissa Dalton – November 28, 2018

“It provides compact, yet
spacious-feeling rooms; framed
views and landscape elements
that provide privacy; and windows
and skylights that bring light in at
all times of day.”

Architecture | October 11, 2018

A bright, crisp
example of Toronto
laneway living

In order to maximize space, the architects utilized a split-level design that includes the living areas on the main level, two upstairs bedrooms, and a walk-out
basement beneath the dining room. The wood siding was salvaged and restored
from the previous building on-site, in order to bring warmth to the gray, seamed
metal and reference the neighborhood’s past.

“Toronto’s laneway by-law has the
potential to improve the livability
of our city while transforming
lanes into neighborhood spaces,”
says architect Brock James of LGA
Architectural Partners.

Alex Bozikovic - Architecture Critic
Published October 11, 2018
There was a secret in the back lane: an old house, shingled
and ramshackle but big enough to be home. It had been
hiding out behind the proper Victorians on a downtown
street for about a century. “There was something about the
mystique of the secret house,” says its co-owner, Rochelle
Rubinstein. “We wanted to explore what it could become.”

Sinking the kitchen floor let the architects optimize the glazing. The breakfast
bar at the end of the room lets diners look out over the backyard, while the
nearby freestanding cabinetry, designed by Built Work Design, offers streamlined storage that doesn’t detract from the sight lines.

After an extensive renovation led by LGA Architectural
Partners, it became a ﬁne, bright and basically new home.
But it’s also a sort of template for how Toronto could add a
few new housing units, in its laneways.
This summer, the municipal government approved a
policy change that allowed for housing units to go into
back laneways in much of the oldest part of the city. The
principle was simple: laneways are often underused and
some garages could be converted into decent dwellings in
walkable neighbourhoods. This comes after 30 years of
advocacy by local architects and their allies. It’s a welcome
change to the overly strict rules that govern building in
Toronto.

A strip of clerestory windows brings in lots of natural light to the living room,
while their high sills encourage privacy from the lane.

The firm proves this theory with
the recently completed College
Laneway House.

Project Credits: Architect: LGA Architectural Partners

And the result, if Toronto is lucky, will look like Ms.

“College Laneway House
addresses many of the typical
challenges the upcoming wave
of laneway houses will face,”
says James.

Following a new policy change that allows housing
units in Toronto’s back lanes, LGA Architectural
Partners builds a crisp, light-filled example.
Thanks to a policy change in the summer
of 2018, Toronto is encouraging residents
to build small abodes along back lanes that
were previously dominated by garages,
making room for people rather than cars.
These laneway houses are self-contained
and typically sit on the same lot as a
detached house, semi-detached house,
or townhouse.

The kitchen was sunk down a few steps to better define it from the rest of the
living spaces. Built-in Douglas Fir cabinetry, courtesy of Built Work Design,
maximizes storage. The custom Douglas Fir table is by ZZ Contracting.

Generally, to build a house on a laneway has been
against planning rules, but because this one has been
in place for so long – it probably dates to before 1924 –
it’s grandfathered in place. However, to take advantage
of that loophole, the builders and architects had to
maintain at least 50 per cent of the existing building.
“But 50 per cent of what, exactly?” Mr. James asks
rhetorically. “We had to dig down into that.” In the
end, it was the original framing that stayed, in altered
form, while much of the rest of the building was
reconstructed.

A strip of clerestory windows brings in lots of natural light to the living room, while
their high sills encourage privacy from the lane.
A strip of clerestory windows brings in lots of natural light to the living
room, while their high sills encourage privacy from the lane.

Builder: ZZ Contracting

In an upstairs bedroom, a generous skylight from Big Foot Windows and Doors
expands the sense of space and increases the natural light.

Structural Engineer: Moses Structural Engineers

A strip of clerestory windows brings in lots of natural light to the living room, while their high sills encourage privacy from the lane.

Rubinstein’s project, which predates the new rules. It is
remarkably bright and well-planned – a beautiful house
by any standard. She undertook the renovation with her
son, Zeke Kaplan, a contractor and property manager, who
oversaw construction. The site was this old house near
College and Bathurst, which the family owns, and near
where Mr. Kaplan and Ms. Rubinstein live. It contains a
skinny house up at the street, where a relative lives; and
then the lot veers out to the side behind the next-door
neighbour’s house. The dogleg lot has had a dwelling on it
for a long time.

There is a half bath on the main level and this full one upstairs, which also has
a skylight and generous ceiling height, thanks to the pitched roof. Douglas Fir
cabinetry keeps consistent with the rest of the house.

Millwork: Built Work Design

Ms. Rubinstein enjoyed the process, she says. “It was
an open question: What would be a lovely addition to
this neighbourhood?” Mr. Kaplan, meanwhile, “got to
explore some of the things I’m passionate about,” he
said. He was speaking of the reﬁned ﬁnishing details
on the house, including the “reveals” – the tiny channel
where the drywall stops just short of the concrete ﬂoor
– and the cabinetry, made in Douglas ﬁr and largely
to Mr. Kaplan’s designs. This is the sort of thing that
usually gets architects excited and drives contractors

– and thanks to recent changes in city zoning
laws, building one is now within reach of
many more homeowners. Your laneway
dream house, however, comes with its
own unique set of challenges, and requires
copious planning, imaginative design and a
lot of patience. In the case of this modern
135-square-metre home in Harbord Village,
currently used as a medium-term rental, the
results were worth the effort.

Street
Smarts

Further maximizing the livable area, the
home’s glass front accordions open,
turning the lush, landscaped yard
into an extension of the living room.
Upstairs, the master bedroom similarly
opens onto a small green roof planted
with lavender. Rather than trying to hide
the laneway, lane-facing clerestory on
the main floor is positioned above head

crazy. “This was a real partnership,” Mr. James says of
the project.

The house has two halves, one a few steps higher than the other.

With innovative design and some help from the
neighbours, a lane way ho use is born

There’s no doubt that this is a bespoke building,
created with thoughtful architecture, high-quality
materials and excellent workmanship. It is also a
renovation of an existing dwelling. In both respects –
as a labour of love and as a renovation – it is typical of
the laneway houses in Toronto over the past 30 years.
That’s because getting a new laneway dwelling
approved has been incredibly complicated and
time-consuming. Most homeowners and developers
couldn’t pull it oﬀ; and if they did, it required a trip
to a Committee of Adjustment, one of the city bodies
that adjudicates small planning matters. “Then you

But even if it’s a small change, it’s worthwhile. “It’s
increasing the supply of housing, in these types of
neighbourhoods where you wouldn’t imagine there
could be much change,” Mr. James says. “The other
thing I really like is that the lanes are a very diﬀerent,
social kind of space.” Speaking from his own experience,
meeting the neighbours and their children behind his
own house, he says: “It’s like a whole new type of street,
and a special kind of street.”

In the end, the house has two halves, and one half is a few
steps higher than the other. To the north, there’s a half
basement; above that, a living and dining room; above that,
a bedroom. On the south end, there’s no basement, and
the kitchen is set halfway below ground; it is topped by a
second bedroom and bathroom.
It sounds complicated, but feels simple. There’s a wash of
sunlight from two directions, via carefully placed skylights,
new dormer windows, and sliding doors that face the yard.
And from the outside, it’s a crisp form wrapped in dark
gray zinc.
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A collaboration between ZZ
Contracting’s Zeke Kaplan, who is
also the property owner, and Brock
James of LGA Architectural Partners,
this project began with a crumbling,
100-year-old house set directly against
the property’s back lane. Working
within the existing two-storey envelope
and utilizing 50 per cent of the existing
structure allowed LGA (along with
Moses Structural Engineers) to build
without seeking zoning variances – a
potentially difficult and time-consuming
process.
The site’s dimensions necessitated
some creative design solutions to
maximize space, like a sunken kitchen
and oversized “dormers” to house
the upper bedrooms. “The design
demarcates spaces while also using
the square footage in a unique way,”
says Kaplan. “The actual footprint
of the building hasn’t changed, but
between adding dormers and the splitlevel design, it feels a lot bigger than it
actually is.”

Smartly placed skylights ﬂood the home with light.

Mr. James describes the project as a sort of surgery. “We
had to look very carefully at what the zoning allowed, and
very carefully at how to maximize the variety of spaces
within this relatively small volume.”

That has changed, at least in the old City of Toronto. The
new policy is meant to make laneway dwellings easy to
build, within very speciﬁc limits. Get a building permit
and go.
But it’s not that simple. LGA has received a number
of calls to work on such projects, Mr. Adams says, and
they’re technically complicated. “One of the oversights I
see from people who have the right lot size,” Mr. Adams
says, “is getting the services back there” – water lines
and power lines. “It’s easier said than done.”
This is why the laneway housing policy is unlikely to have
a huge impact on the city’s housing market. Planners
estimate that only a few hundred houses a year are likely
to be built, overcoming all the hurdles.

“In the beginning, we weren’t sure what it was going to
become,” Mr. Kaplan says. “But we immediately got excited
about the design.” That design was by LGA, led by principal
Brock James and Drew Adams. (The oﬃce knows laneways;
its founders, Janna Levitt and Dean Goodman, used to live
in a laneway house a block away.)

With Toronto’s stock
of detached homes
in short supply,
laneway houses are
an enticing alternative
to condo living

Despite the split-level construction, the home’s design feels simple.

get to hear all the neighbours’ opinions about laneway
housing,” Mr. James says dryly. “And that doesn’t always
go well.”

h Toronto Archives dates the original Antonio
Fernandez Laneway House, with its earliest
known use as a “fishing lodge,” back to the
1840s. Standing seam metal roofing and wall
cladding system by Agway Metals.

The kitchen is partly below-ground on the south end of the home.

Due to regulatory hurdles, only a few hundred laneway homes are expected
to be built each year.

f In the upstairs bathroom: operable skylight
by Velux, glass tiles from Olympia, solid
Bianco Namibia marble from Counter Culture
and shower fixtures from Roman Bath Centre.
f f The metal stair (by Uni-Tech Metal Works)
that connects the first and second floors was
soldered on site. Perforated magnetic steel
panels on the columns conceal services.
g Kent Aggus of Built Work designed the
Douglas fir kitchen, including the middle stair
that extends across to a room-dividing unit,
and acts as a bench containing storage.

height, ensuring privacy while allowing
for light, air-flow and a perfectly framed
view of the patinated garages nearby.
The site’s size and location required
rethinking otherwise routine operations,
like pumping concrete through an
unfinished skylight and using trenchless
“torpedo” technology to run gas,
sewage and power lines underground
from the street. The project also
necessitated constant cooperation
with neighbours to ensure supplies,
contractors and machinery could
come and go for the duration of the

year-long build. “There were a lot of
conversations,” says Kaplan. “We
were mindful of the density and
wanted to communicate that, just so
everyone was on the same page.”
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None of this complex process is
obvious from the finished product,
which sits clad in a grey, seamed
metal. It’s the only one of its kind on
this laneway but, judging from the
interest both Kaplan and LGA have
received from this project so far, that
may not be the case for long.
LGA-AP.COM

k

A deep Douglas fir surround in the living
room frames the bi-fold front entrance
door by Bigfoot. Radiant-heated
polished cement floors
run throughout.
g

The front of the laneway house, facing
onto the shared property, is clad
with restored Douglas fir barnboard
salvaged from the original structure.
Below the dormers, the roof is
planted with lavender.
f

In the northeast-facing guest bedroom,
the window glass is mitred to allow for
full views of the neighbourhood.
Bed from Ikea.

Click to watch our YouTube Feature on Kirsten Dirksen’s Channel

i Section drawings show a) from the
south, the house’s relationship with the
laneway to the west and property to
the east, and b) the split-level design,
where floors are lifted or lowered for
maximum ceiling height.

a

b
BY JEREMY FREED
PHOTOS BY BEN RAHN/A-FRAME
AND ARASH MOALLEMI

For inquiries contact:
Zeke Kaplan at info@zzcontracting.com (click to email)
Visit us online: zzcontracting.com (click to visit)
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